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The Effect of Homogenization at Different 
Pressures on the Physical Properties of 

an Ice Cream Mixture and the 
Resulting Ice Cream 

w. H. E. REID AND G. R. SKINNER 

ABSTRACT 
Homogenizing an ice cream mixture at dilferent pressures alfected its physical 

properties. The viscosity was increased or decreased depending on the series of 
pressures applied. There was a general increase in surface tension with an increase in 
pressures. Clumping ot the butterfat globules did not differ to any appreciable ex
tent, within mixtures ot different pressures or ages. Agitation within the freezer 
reduced clumping and assisted in the incorporation of air. Ice cream from a mixture 
homogenized at a medium pressure was most desirable. 

The object of this study concerns the effect of different pressures 
in homogenization on the physical properties of the ice cream mixture 
and the resulting ice cream. The methods employed in the performance 
of this experimental work are comparable with those used in the com
mercial manufacture of ice cream. 

There are three major physical variations which determine largely 
the body, texture, and quality of an ice cream. These are: variation in 
butterfat content, variation in solids-not-fat, and variation in pressures. 
This investigation concerns only the latter. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In a study of the effect of processing the ice cream mixture, Reid 
and Moseley6 found that the viscosity and surface tension of an ice 
cream mixture were increased by an increase in pressures, correlated with 
an increase in the surface area of the fat particles causing a greater 
adsorption of the protein out of the liquid phase. Aging increased 
viscosity but was not alone responsible for this result, a direct cause 
being the change in protein. No direct relation existed between aging 
and surface tension. Processing increased the smoothness and aided in 
the control of the freezing process. Clayton2 states that changes in the 
mixture after processing are due to adsorption of the casein on the fat 
globules; the adsorption being increased by the enormous increase in 
area of the fat particles. The result is an increase in viscosity. 

Sherwood and Smallfield7 found that a decrease in viscosity was 
experienced through agitation of the mixture in the freezing process. 
Clumping of the fat particles was uniformly broken down with this 
agitation. The increase in viscosity after homogenizing was due to the 

*The data presented in this bulletin were taken from a thesis submitted by the junior author in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in the Graduate School of the 
University of Missouri, 1927. 
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fixing of the milk serum. Clumping, which they attribute to agmg, 
occurred at this time. 

Dahle4 found that the viscosity was reduced by applying pressure 
on the second stage of the homogenizer and that microscopic studies 
showed corresponding reductions of the clusters of fat globules. 

Mortensen5 concludes that air cells play the most direct part in 
influencing the body of the ice cream, greater strength existing in smaller 
cells than in large ones, thus making a firmer ice cream. Smaller air 
cells are a direct result of homogenization. 

Bendixon1 agrees that the air cells in homogenized ice cream are 
stronger and a larger overrun may be safely incorporated into an homog
enized mixture without danger of shrinkage. 

Dahlberg1 found that there was a general uniformity in the average 
size of the air cells in an homogenized ice cream mixture and these air 
cells became smaller as the freezing and whipping continued, reaching 
their smallest size as the ice cream was drawn from the freezer. · 

PROCEDURE 

A uniform ice cream mixture containing ten per cent fat, eleven 
per cent milk-solids-not-fat, and thirty-five per cent total solids was used. 

Five series of pressures were chosen and a separate mixture was 
made for the determination of each series. Each mixture was pas
teurized at 62.8°C. (145°F.), held for thirty minutes, and processed at the 
different pressures. A Gaulin Homogenizer was used for both single and 
double stage pressures. Samples were taken from the unprocessed mix
tures and from each mixture processed at the different pressures. 

These samples were cooled to 4.40°C. (40.0°F.) and were held at 
that temperature to be used in making daily determinations on the vis
cosity and surface tension, and for daily micro-photographic studies for 
a period of 120 hours. 

Fifty-five (55) pounds of unprocessed mixture was drawn from 
each batch and a like amount at each of the different pressures. These 
were cooled immediately to 4.40°C. (40.0°F.) and maintained at that 
temperature until frozen. 

The series of pressures used were as follows: 
Series A. Homogenized (Single Stage Machine) 0.000, 500, 1000, 

1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, and 5000 
pounds. 

Series B. Homogenized (Double Stage Machine) 2000-1000, 3000-
1000, 4000-1000, 5000-1000 pounds. 

Series C. Homogenized_ (Double Stage Machine) 2000-1000, 3000-
1500, 4000-2000, 5000-2500 pounds. 
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Series D. Homogenized (Double Stage Machine) 2000-1000, 3000-
2000, 4000-3000, 5000-4000 pounds. 

Series E. Homogenized (Double Stage Machine) 1000-500, 2000-500, 
3000-500, 4000-500, 5000-500 pounds. 

After aging the · samples for 24 hours they were frozen in the order 
mentioned in each series in a fifty quart horizontal brine freezer, all 
batches being uniformly flavored. 

The best ice cream of each series was determined and a sixth series, 
Series M, was arranged. Studies were made of this series as in Series A 
to E, and an additional study was made of the effect of aging and the 
control of overrun in the resulting ice cream. 

Four batches were prepared on as many consecutive days, each 
batch being divided into the five selected pressures. These were frozen 
on the fourth day, thus aging the mixtures for 9, 24, 48, and 72 hours 
respectively. Each batch was frozen, and when one hundred per cent 
overrun had been obtained, samples were taken for scoring according to 
age and pressure differences. Pint samples, to be scored and used for 
comparison, were obtained from each when ten gallons of ice cream had 
been removed from the freezer. 

In all series the weight of the ice cream was obtained by means of an 
overrun tester, the reading being taken each thirty seconds during the 
entire freezing process and the percentage overrun computed. 

As the ice cream was drawn from the freezer, samples were taken 
at the first of the draw, and after one, three, five, seven, and ten gallons 
had been removed, to be used in determining the variation in the overrun 
and temperature of the ice cream. 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The Effect of Different Pressures and Aging Periods on the Vis
cosity of Ice Cream Mixtures.-The Improved MacMichael viscosimeter 
was used for all determinations in viscosity. 

Homogenization, whether on a single or double stage machipe, 
brought similar but not identical results. In both cases the viscosity 
was increased and clumping of butterfat globules took place. Viscosity 
increased much more rapidly with increase in single pressures, Figure 
1, showing as great a viscosity at 1500 pounds single stage pressure as 
in the high pressure using both stages. The viscosity increased with 
age in this series, and similarly with each pressure, Figures 1, 2, and 3. 
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Fig. I.-The Effect of Aging and of Increased Single Stage Pressures on 
the Viscosity of an Ice Cream Mixture. 
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The viscosity of the mixture processed at 5000 pounds pressure 
was almost double the maximum viscosity attained by the mixtures 
processed with the double stage pressures. At 1500 pounds pressure 
the viscosity was about equal to the maximum reached by any pressure 
in Series B, C, D, and E. 
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Fig. 2.-The Effect of Aging and of Increased Double Stage Pressures on the 
Viscosity of an Ice Cream Mixture. 

The introduction of the second stage or back pressure, though as 
low as 500 pounds or probably lower, reduces the viscosity very ma
terially. There appears to be no plausible explanation why there should 
be a decrease in viscosity when the pressure on stage two is constant and 
stage one increased; an increase in viscosity with a simultaneous in
crease on both stages; and no variation ·when stage one is constant and 
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Fig. 3.-The Effect of a Corresponding Increase in Age and Pressure on 

the Viscosity of an Ice Cream Mixture. 

two increased. It is possible that viscosity varies in proportion to the 
number or size of individual fat globules in suspension in the liquid 
phase. A measurement of the individual globules in the mixture when 
the pressures are so altered may explain this change in viscosity. 

As a mixture is aged there is a rather definite point at which the 
viscosity reaches its maximum; namely 48 to 72 hours. It is believed 
that there is some relation between this and the clumping of the butter
fat particles, but not a direct result of the latter. As clumping occurs a 
very sharp rise in viscosity occurs reaching its highest point as stated. 
These butterfat globules adsorb the protein film and fixation occurs. 
As aging is prolonged, there occurs a time when the enzymatic and 
bacterial action begins to reduce the strength of this film and the fixa
tion is thereby reduced; resulting in the breaking down readily of the 
clumping by agitation or mechanical means. 
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The Effect of Different Pressures and Aging Periods on Surface 
Tension.-The DuNuoy surface tension apparatus was used in making 
determinations. 

Surface tension was found to be in direct relation with the increase 
in pressure in the series processed with the single stage homogenizer. 
There was no apparent correlation between surface tension and age of 
mixture regardless of the pressure applied. There was, however, a 
proportionate increase in surface tension with increase in pressures re
gardless of the age of the mixture as shown in Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4.- Effect of a Corresponding Increase in Age and Pressure on the Surfac~: T('nsion of an 

Ice Cream Mixture. 

There was a reasonably uniform increase in surface tension, when 
the second pressure was held uniform and the first gradually increased. 
This is shown in Series E, Table 1. Since surface tension increased with 
reduction in size of fat globules according to pressure applied, there 
could not be expected very much change with aging which does not affect 
the size of the particles as shown in Figure 4. 
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TABLE I.-SERIES E. SURFACE TENSION OF MIXTURE AT DIFFERENT HOMOGENIZED 

PRESSURES AND AGES* 

Age ot Mixture in Hours 
Pressures 
Applied 5 24 48 72 96 120 

Unprocessed ____ __ 48 .86 48 .5 1 49.90 49.55 48 . 16 49.21 
1000-500 Jbs. ___ ___ 49.90 49.21 50.25 49.55 48 . 86 50.25 
2000-500 I bs. _____ _ 50.95 49.90 49.90 49.90 49.21 51.30 
3000-500 Jbs. ______ 51.30 49.90 50.95 50.25 49.21 51.65 
4000-500 Jbs. _____ _ 50.95 49.90 51 .30 50.25 49.55 51.65 
5000-500 Jbs. ______ 51.65 50.60 51.65 50.60 49.90 52.00 

*Readings expressed in Dynes. 

A Microscopic Study of the Dispersion of Fat as Affected by Differ
ent Pressures and Ages.-Clumping is a direct result of reduction in 
size and increase in surface area of the fat globules. With the technique 
employed to avoid as much disturbance as possible, the results of the 
micro-photographic studies as pictured in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show 
no apparent change in size of clumping with increased pressure or aging, 
after the first five hours. There is known to exist a greater difficulty in 
incorporating air into unprocessed mixtures. Knowing that whipping 
reduces clumping, it would seem that this reduction in clumping has a 
direct relation to the greater ease in which air is incorporated. 

The Freezing Process and Its Relation to the Physical Properties of 
an Ice Cream Mixture.-There are relations which exist between ice 
cream mixtures of different fat and solids content, those of different 
pressures, and between pressures of different ages. All of these are 

·influenced by variation in the temperature of the brine and mixture. 
Overrun and quality of ice cream are the two main factors to be 

observed in freezing. Too rapid freezing without proper control of the 
factors involved results in ice cream of varying body and texture. 

As air is rapidly incorporated into a mixture, thus arriving at a high 
overrun in a short time, the air cells, though reduced somewhat in size 
are greater in number and the surrounding milk serum film is weaker. 

As pressures were increased, there was a general tendency to in
corporate air more readily and with greater ease. With each increase 
in pressure there was also a general decrease in time required for the 
mixture to return from the maximum overrun to that of one hundred per 
cent. However, with the increase in aging of the mixtures of the same 
pressure, there was a tendency for this period of time to increase. 

Each mixture, according to its age and pressure applied, is individ
ualistic in its reaction to the control of the operator, responding to differ-
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Unproc~ssed 500 lbs. 1000 lbs. 

. ~ · : . . ' ~ 

">~~ 

1500 'bs 2.000 lbs. 2.500 lbs; 

3ooo lbs. 3500 lbs 4ooo lbs. 

4500 \bs. Sooo lbs.· 
Fig. 5.-The Effect on the Dispersion of Butterfat Globules in an Ice Cream Mixture, as the 

Pressures are Increased on the Single Stage Homogenizer. Age of Mixture 48 Hours. Series A. (270 X). 
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Unproetssed z.ooo-tooo I bs. 5ooo-Iooo lbs. 

4-0oo-looolbs. 5000-1000 lbs. 
Fig. 6.-The Effect on the Dispersion of Butterfat Globules in an Ice Cream Mixture, When the 

Pressures Are Increased on t he Double Stage Homogenizer. Age of Mixture 48 Hours. Series B. 
(270 X). 
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Fig. 7.-The Effect on the Dispersion of Butterfat Globules in an lee Cream Mixture, When the 

Pressures Are Increased on t he Double StageHomogenizer. Age of Mixture 48 Hours. Series C. (270 X). 
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.tt-ooo-'3ooo I bs. 5000-40001b~. 
Fig. 8.-The Effect on the Dispersion of Butterfat Globules in an Icc Cream ~1i xture, When the 

Pressures Are Increased on the Double Stage Homogenizer. Age of Mixture 48 Hours. Series D. (270 X) 

3~-soolbs. "l:ooo-aoolbs. aoo0-500 lbs. 
Fig. 9.-The Effect on the Dispersion of Butterfat Globules in an Ice Cream Mixt ure, When the 

Pressures Are Increased on the Double Stage Homogenizer. Age of Mixture 48 HouiS. Series E. 
(270 X) . 



TABLE 2.-SERIEs A. SuMMARY OF JuDGING oF IcE CREAM OF DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

Pressure and Placing 

Body (by 
insertion 
ot spoon) 

Texture 
(atter slicing) Coldness 

Resistance 
in Mouth 

Effect 
on Mouth 

Unprocessed __________ jicy resistant Very porous Cold to veryjWatery Very slight 
cold 

_500 lbs. _____________ _IIcy to mediumiSlightly to very,Cold to 
resistant porous cold 

coating 
veryJMelts readily toiSlight coating 

watery 

1000 lbs, ___ _________ _IMedium to icy Slightly to very Cold to mediumiMelts readily Very slight 
coating 

No coating 
resistant porous cold 

__ ,Medium resist- Slightly to very Cold to mediumjMelts readily 
ant porous cold 

2000 lbs. ______ _______ Medium resist- Slightly porous Slightly cold 

1500 lbs, ____ _ 

to!Melts readily tojNo coating 
gradually ant to medium warm 

2500 lbs. __ ___________ Medium to very Medium close to Slightly cold 
(TIE FOR THIRD) resistant slightly porous warm 

3000 lbs. _____________ Medium resist- Close to medium Slightly cold 
(SECOND) ant close to warm 

3000 lbs. _______________ Med. to very Close to medium Slightly warm 
(FIRST) resistant close 

4000 lbs. _____________ Very resistant Medium close toiWarm 
(TIE FOR THIRD) to doughy close 

4500 lbs. _____________ Very resistant Close to very!Warm 
close 

5000 lbs, _______ _____ _IDoughy resist-IMedium to very!Warm 
ant close 

to!Melts readily tolNa coating 
gradually 

Melts readily to No coating 
gradually 

Melts graduallyiVery slight 
to resistant 

Resistant to 
coating 

Very slight 
very resistant' coating 

Very resistant No coating 

M~st ~esistant!Slight coating 
111 senes 

Body and 
Texture 

Combination 

Coarse grainy 
icy 

Flavor 

Lacking 

Coarse grainy Lacking ap
proaching 

pleasant 
Coarse to slight-~Lacking to 

ly smooth pleasant 
Medium smooth Pleasant 

Medium smooth,Pleasant 
to smooth I 

Smooth mellow 'Pleasant 

Smooth mellow !Pleasant typical 

Smooth,mellow !Pleasant typical 

Smooth,mellow jTypical 

Smooth,mellow, Typical ap-
doughy proaching 

sweetness 
Smooth doughy,Not typical 

to tough approaching 
staleness 
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ent methods of whipping and freezing in direct relation to various 
physical properties. The unprocessed mixture with the least aging was 
least responsive to the incorporation of air. The other extreme was the 
highest pressure, 4000-3000 pounds, with greatest aging 72 hours, being 
very sensitive and alive in its receptiveness to air incorporation. The 
former reached a maximum swell in 15.5 minutes with only 89.47 per 
cent overrun, while the latter reached the maximum in 7.5 minutes with 
an overrun of 147.25 per cent. There is a general change from a dull, 
non-responsive mixture in the unprocessed, to a live, over-sensitive 
mixture in the extremely high pressures. There is also a corresponding 
sensitiveness with increase in aging of the mixtures. Considering all 

factors, there must be some intermediate pressure which is more practi
cal and better suited for commercial ice cream making. 

The results of the scoring and judging of the ice cream from these 
various pressures bear out the foregoing statement as shown by Tables 
2, 3, 4 and 5. The ice cream from intermediate pressures was preferred 
in every instance to that from unprocessed mixtures, and in a great 
majority of instances to that from the low or extremely high pressures. 

Effect of Over Whipping and Reduced Overrun on the Quality of the 
Ice Cream.-In packaging ice cream direct . from the freezer, a distinct 
variation in overrun, quality a~d weight was observed in the last three 
or four gallons drawn. 

Fifty-seven batches of ice cream were frozen in the performance 
of this investigation. Samples taken at the end of ten gallons in Series 
M, when compared with those drawn at 100 per cent overrun were 
found to be very doughy and tough, this characteristic increasing with 
an increase in pressure and aging. There was a general tendency, in 
this instance, on the part of the judges to chose lower pressures for the 
best ice cream, suggesting the use of lower pressures in homogenizing 
the ice cream to be drawn at 100 per cent or less. 

However, the introduction of some mechanical means to reduce 
further whipping should overcome this difficulty, since there is no ap
parent relation between pressures applied and ability of the ice cream to 
maintain a uniform overrun during the period of the draw. 



TABLE 3.-SERIES B. SuMMARY oF JUDGING oF IcE CREAM OF DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

Body (by Body and 
insertion Texture Resistance Effect Texture 

Pressure and Placing of spoon) (atter slicing) Coldness in Mouth on Mouth Combination 

Unprocessed __ ______ _ Icy resistant Porous to very Cold to very Watery, melts No coating Coatse grainy 
(FIFTH) and gritty porous cold readily icy 2000-1000 lbs. ________ Medium resist- Slightly porous Medium cold Resistant to No coating Grainy ap-
(FOURTH) ant slightly gradual melt- praoching 

icy ing doughiness 3000-1000 lbs. ________ Medium resist- Slightly porous Slightly cold Melts readily to No coating Smooth to mel-
(SECOND) ant to close gradual low 4000-1000 lbs. ___ _____ Medium resist- Medium close Medium warm Melts gradually No coating Smooth and 

(FIRST) ant mellow 5000-1000 lbs. ____ ____ Very doughy re- Close to very Warm Resistant to Slight coating Smooth but 
(THIRD) sistant close very resistant doughy and 

tough 
-~ - ----------- --

-----------

Flavor 

Lacking 

Lacking to typi-
cal 
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TABLE 4.-SERIES C. SUMMARY OF JuDGING OF leE CREAM OF DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

I -------
Body (by Body and 
insertion Texture Resistance Effect Texture 

Pressure and Placing of spoon) (alter slicing) Coldness in Mouth on Mouth Combination F lavor 

Unprocessed ____ ______ Icy resistant Porous to very Cold to very Watery melts No coating Grainy coarse Decidedly lack-
porous cold readily icy ing 

2000-1000 lbs. __ __ ____ Little to medi- Slightly porous Cold to medium Melts gradually No coating Slightly coarse Lacking to 
um cold to readily approaching Pleasant 

smoothness 
3000-1500 lbs. __ ______ Medium to very Close to medi- Warm (minus) Melts grad ually Slight coating Smooth and Pleasant 

(SECON D)* resistant urn close mellow near- richness 
ing velvety 

4000-2000 lbs. ________ Medium to Medium to very Warm Resistant to Very slight Smooth velvety, Pleasant typical 
(FIRST)* doughy resist- close melting coating approaching 

ant doughiness 
5000-2500 lb·. ________ Doughy resist- Close to very Warm (plus) R esistant to No coating Smooth but Pleasant to ex-

ant close very resistant doughy and cessive sweet-
tough ness 

*Only first and second places were chosen. 



TABLE 5.-SERIEs D. SuMMARY OF JuDGING OF IcE CREAM OF DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

Body (by Body and 
insertion Texture Resistance Effect Texture Pressure and Placing ot spoon) (alter slicing) Coldness in Mouth on Mouth Combination Flavor 

Unprocessed __________ Icy resistant Porous to very Cold to very Watery, melts No coating Icy and grainy Lacking (FIFTH) porous cold readily 2000-1000 lbs. ________ Medium resist- Slightly porous Cold to medium Melts gradually No coating Coarse, slig:h tly Lacking to typi-(FOURTH) ant, icy to medium cold weak, grainy cal 
close 

3000-2000 lbs. ________ Medium resist- Close to · medi- Medium cold to Gradually to No coating Smooth and Pkasant (SECOND! ant urn close warm readily mellow 4000-3000 lbs. _____ ___ Medium to very Medium close Warm Gradually to Very slight Smooth and Pleasant to (FIRST) resistant slightly re- coating! mellow typical 
sistant 5000-4000 lbs. ______ __ Very resistant Close to very Warm Melts gradually Slight coating Smooth but Pleasant ap-(THIRD) to doughy close to resistant doughy proaching ex-

tra sweet 
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JUDGING OF ICE CREAMS MANUFACTURED FROM MIXTURES 

HOMOGENIZED AT DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

The primary purpose of this investigation was to determine the 

effect of homogenizing at various pressures on the physical properties 

of the ice cream. Mechanical equipment and appliances were used to 

determine these differences as far as possible. There was another point 

to be considered, that of determining the best ice cream, not only in 

each series, but in all series, using the standard mixture. Scoring and 

judging were employed in each case and, though there is no scientifically 

accurate and definite measurement to be used in determining texture, 

body, resistance and other points in judging, yet the uniformity in 

judging methods, score cards and judges have given very acceptable 

results. 
From each of the five series of pressures the following individual 

pressures were chosen by the judges as yielding the best ice cream in 

their respective groups: Series A, 3500; Series B, 4000-500; Series C, 

-1-000-1000; Series D, 4000-2000; and Series E, 4000-3000 pounds. 

Ice cream frozen from differently processed ice cream mixtures as 

judged revealed a very porous ice cream of ice resistance, from the un

processed mixture due to the presence of large ice crystals. A gradual 

decrease in porosity occurred with an increase in either single or double 

stage pressure, as the fat globules were reduced in size and likewise the 

interspacing air cells. 
The unprocessed ice cream showed a coldness in the mouth. This 

undesirable effect was reduced by homogenizing. As pressures increased, 

coldness of the ice cream became less apparent due to greater dispersion 

of fat and to more rapid melting of the smaller ice crystals. 

The increase in resistance as homogenized pressures were increased 

was due to the greater dispersion of fat and resulting reduction in size 

of air cells and ice crystals. This resistance was so great in the highest 

pressures as to invite chewing of the sample. 
The most satisfactory body and texture occurred in the ice creams 

frozen from mixtures processed at intermediate pressures. In the double 

stage pressures slight coarseness was apparent even in the 2000-pound 

pressures, regardless of pressure on the second stage. 
Smoothness, once established by increase in pressure, remained 

in each series throughout the highest pressure. At 4500 and 5000 pound 

pressures of the single stage series and in the 5000 pound group of the 

double stage pressures, a doughy and tough condition was veryapparent, 

rendering that ice cream undesirable as a marketable product. 

A gradual and consistent increase in smoothness, a more desirable 

body and texture, and a greater firmness occurred with increase in aging 

as shown by Tables 6, 7, and 8. 



Pressure and Placing 

Unprocessed ____ __ ___ 
(FIFTH) 

1000-500 lbs. _________ 
(FOURTH) 

2000-500 lbs. _________ 
(THIRD) 

3000-500 lbs. __ ______ _ 
(TIE FOR 

SECOND) 
4000-5000 lbs. ________ 

(FIRST) 

5000-500 lbs. _____ ____ 
(TIE FOR 

SECOND) 

TABLE 6.-SERIES E. SuMMARY oF JuDGING oF leE CREAM OF DIFFERENT PRESSURES 

Body (by Body and 
insertion Texture ·Resistance Effect Texture 
ot spoon) (alter slicing) Coldness in Mouth on Mouth Combination Flavor 

Icy resistant Porous Cold to very Watery, melts No coating Coarse and Lacking 
and grainy cold readily grainy 

Icy resistant Slightly porous Slightly cold to Melts readily to No coating Coarse to slight- Lacking to typi-
but less than cold gradual ly grainy cal 
unprocessed 

Slightly icy but Close to medi Slightly cold to Melts gradually No coating Slightly coarse, Lacking to typi-
less resis ant um close cold approaching cal 

smoothness 
Medium resist- Close to medi- Slightly cold to Melts gradually Very slight Smooth to mel- Pleasant and 

ant urn close warm to readily coating low typical 

Resistant, ap- Close to medi- Warm (minus) Melts gradually Very slight Very smooth Typical 
pro aching urn close approaching coating and mellow 
very resistant resistance 

Very resistant, Close to very Warm (plus) Gradual to very Slight coating Smooth but in- Pleasant, ap-
doughy close resistant eli ned to be proaching 

rubbery over-sweet-
ness -- ----
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TABLE 7.-PLACINGs* OF IcE CREAM IN FINAL SERIES AccoRDING TO PRESSURES 

APPLIED REGARDLESS OF AGING OF MIXTURE 

4000- 4000- 4000- 4000-
Age 3500 lbs. 500 lbs. 1000 lbs. 2000 lbs. 3000 lbs. Judge 

3 1 2 A 
9 hours 3 1 2 G 

2 1 2 c 
3 2 1 E 

3 1 2 A 
24 hours 3 1 2 G 

2 2 1 3 c 
3 1 E 

- -
2 1 3 A 
1 2 3 B 

48 hours 2 1 3 c 
2 1 3 D 
2 1 3 E 

3 2 1 A 
3 2 1 B 

72 hours 2 1 3 c 
3 1 2 D 
2 1 3 E 

*Order ot placing shown by figures. 

Aging was uniformly beneficial, except when the highest pressures 
were applied. The excessive doughiness which accompanied aging 
caused a preference for the ice cream from mixtures aged for shorter 
periods. 

A Study of the Relation of Pressures to Aging, and the Effect of 
Both on the Ice Cream.-In referring to Table 7, it will be seen that the 
more desirable pressure, regardless of age, is a medium pressure. The 
4000-1000 pound pressure at all ages except at 9 hours, yielded a more 
desirable ice cream than that from any other pressure. An increase in 
pressure within certain limits seems to diminish the benefits of aging. 

In Table 8 it will be seen that there is a decided and almost uniform 
increase in quality of ice cream with increase in aging. In the unprocessed 
mixture and in four out of five processed mixtures, the mixture aged 
72 hours was chosen, unanimously, as more desirable. With the applica
tion of too high pressures the reverse seems to be true, causing the mix
ture with greatest age and pressure to be very tough and undesirable. 

From a practical standpoint, a manufacturer of ice cream should 
be able to increase the pressure on his mixture when aging is impossible 



TABLE 8.-PLACINGs* OF I cE CREAM IN FINAL SERIEs AccoRDING TO AGING OF MIXTURE REGARDLEss oF PRESSURE APPLIED 

Age ol Mixture- Hours Age ol Mixture-Hours 
Pressure --- --------- Judge Pressure - -- - --- -----

9 24 48 72 9 24 48 72 
------ --- - --- - - ---

4 3 2 1 A 3 4 2 1 
Unprocessed 4 3 2 1 B 4000-1000 lbs. 4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 c 4 3 2 l 
4 3 2 1 D 3 2 4 1 

------ ---------
3 4 2 1 A 3 2 4 1 

3500 lbs. Single Stage 3 4 2 1 B 4000-2000 lbs. 3 2 4 1 
3 4 2 1 c 3 4 2 1 
3 4 2 1 D 3 4 2 1 

------ - --- - - ---
3 4 2 1 A 3 l 2 4 

4000-500 lbs. 4 3 2 1 B 4000-3000 lb~. 2 3 l 4 
4 3 2 1 c I 2 3 4 
3 2 4 1 D 3 3 1 4 

- -----·--- --

*Order of placing shown by figures. 
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and still maintain his standard of quality. Reversely, when there is 
ample time, he could reduce his pressure and increase the age and still 
maintain the standard of his goods. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. An increase in pressure in the single stage homogenizer, causes 
a uniform increase in viscosity and surface tension irrespective of the 
age of the mixture after five hours. 

2. When the first stage pressure is held constant and the second 
gradually increased, there is no definite change in viscosity. When the 
reverse is true, there is a slight decrease in viscosity. In either instance, 
there is a gradual increase in surface tension. 

3. The greatest viscosity occurs in the higher pressures of the 
single stage homogenization, and there is a reduction of viscosity through 
the introduction of the second stage pressure. 

4. Surface tension varies but little with aging of the mixture, but 
viscosity, regardless of pressure, reaches a peak usually in 48 to 72 hours. 

5. Clumping of the butterfat particles occurs within five hours 
after homogenizing, regardless of the pressure applied. No clumping 
occurs in the unprocessed mixture. Clumping does not differ, to any 
appreciable extent, within mixtures of different pressures or ages. 

6. A reduction of viscosity through the use of the double stage 
pressure does not injure but rather improves the quality of the ice cream. 

7. Aging of mixtures at all pressures up to 72 hours, except ex
tremely high ones, results in greater viscosity and better quality in the 
Ice cream. 

8. Agitation, within the freezer, reduces the clumping having a 
tendency to put each globule in an individual emulsion. 

9. Air is more easily incorporated into an homogenized mixture 
during the freezing process than into an unprocessed one. An increase in 
pressure aids in the incorporation of air, as also does aging. 

10. Ice cream from medium pressures is more desirable. Extremely 
high pressures produce doughiness and toughness. Low pressures and 
no processing are conducive to poorer body and texture, coldness and 
coarseness in the ice cream. A mixture processed at 4000-1000 pounds 

· was found to be most desirable of all pressures used. 
11. Increasing the pressure and decreasing the aging yields an 

ice cream of similar quality and texture to that produced by decreasing 
the pressure and increasing the aging. 

12. Aging of the mixture improves the quality of the ice cream in 
all cases except in extremely high pressures. 

13. With increased pressure there is a corresponding increase in 
smoothness, body resistance, warmth, and closer texture. 
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